The effects of site asymmetry on near-degenerate state-to-state vibronic mixing in flexible bichromophores.
Laser-induced fluorescence excitation and dispersed fluorescence spectra of a model flexible bichromophore, 1,1-diphenylethane (DPE), have been recorded under jet-cooled conditions in the gas phase in the region near the first pair of near-degenerate excited states (S1 and S2). The S1 and S2 origin transitions have been identified at 37 397 and 37 510 cm-1, a splitting of 113 cm-1. This splitting is four times smaller than the excitonic splitting calculated by ab initio methods at the EOM-CCSD/cc-pVDZ level of theory (410 cm-1), which necessarily relies on the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. Dispersed fluorescence spectra provide a state-to-state picture of the vibronic coupling. These results are compared with the results of a multimode vibronic coupling model capable of treating chromophores in asymmetric environments. This model was used to predict the splitting between S1 and S2 origins close to the experiment, reduced from its pure excitonic value by Franck-Condon quenching. Quantitative accuracy is achieved by the model, lending insight into the state-to-state mixing that occurs between individual S1 and S2 vibronic levels. The S2 origin is determined to be mixed with S1(v) levels by two mechanisms common to internal conversion in almost any setting; namely, (i) mixing involving near-degenerate levels with large vibrational quantum number changes that are not governed by Δv = 1 Herzberg-Teller (HT) selection rules, and (ii) mixing with levels with larger energy gaps that do follow these selection rules. In DPE, the asymmetric ring flapping vibrational mode R¯ dominates the HT coupling.